
  

IRB Sport Advisory Group Meeting Notes  

Date: 9 February 2017 – 8:30 pm 

Venue: Conference Call 

Attending: Brad Hall, Dave Hickey, Brad O’Leary, Shane Edwards, Derek Shanks, 

Spencer Raymond, Ross Merrett. 

Apologies: None 

Invited: None 

Agenda 

1. Select a Chair 

2. Revisit the Term of Reference (attached) 

3. Develop a meeting schedule (review TOR meeting schedule example and notes) 

4. Clubbies Corner IRB Discussion 

5. The date for IRB Nationals 2018 on Easter weekend. 

6. Growing our sport and increasing member engagement. 

7. Discuss ILS proposal for IRB to be included as part of the National Teams Life 

Saving World Championships. discussion to include; 

a. Agreement or not, in principal to the inclusion of IRBs Y?N 

b. Agreement or not, to proposed IRB team composition etc. as detailed in 

the attached (#2)  

c. Agree on position statement, if any, to be submitted to Wayne Franich? 

8. IRB series. Bring back series as there isn't a lot of IRB races 

 

Proceedings – Meeting commenced at 8:34 pm 

 

1. Welcome to the IRB SAG, particularly those joining the group for the first time. 

 

2. Selection of Chair – Brad O’Leary nominated, agreed unanimously and accepted 

the Chairs position. 

 

3. Terms of Reference (TOR) Enquired whether everybody was familiar with IRB SAG 

TOR? Varying degrees of familiarity by members. All agreed with terms of reference. 

4. ILS Proposal. Discussion had re ILS proposal for IRB to be included as part of the 
National Teams Life Saving World Championships.  

a)    Agreement or not, in principal to the inclusion of IRBs? Unanimous agreement in 
favour of inclusion of National IRB teams in all future ILS world champs. 

b)    Agreement or not, to proposed IRB team composition etc. as detailed in the 

proposal. Unanimous agreement. I bit weird that the patient has to be the same 

gender as the driver! This differs from SLSNZ rules/practice. Happy to support the 
gender composition as detailed. 

c)    Agree on position statement, to be submitted to Wayne Franich? IRB SAG to 

convey agreement as detailed above and additionally seek ability to be included in 
the rule development including the equipment/gear used in ILS IRB events.  



  

Discussion had re the desire to broaden the scope of events beyond current events to 

include different styles of events, within acceptable safety limits including rule 

variations or expansion of rules 

5. Clubbies Corner IRB Facebook post.  Discussion had re the Facebook post, 

comments and online discussion which included, “what is the main reason for the 

decline in IRB racing?”, the impact that H&S is having on our events, the idea of 
bringing in waivers to go back to racing big waves, the lack of pathways for IRBS. 

Action - RM to speak to Mike Lloyd re alternate dates and circulate with minutes. 

6. Meeting Schedule discussion had 

Perhaps our meetings need to be more at the events. 

Action - Check budget to confirm possibility of at least one face to face meeting. Per 
annum? 

Proposed monthly meetings in person at meetings during season. 

Conference calls in off season only. 

Proposed next meeting – IRB Nationals -1-2 April 

7. IRB series. Discussion had re development of IRB series/Racing including following 

comments. 

Bring back series as there isn't a lot of IRB races. 

We need to create more pathways to grow racing. 

 

We need to develop top end racing to justify the investment in gear. 

 

I think that adding/increasing the series will have little effect at increasing racing in 

Canterbury. 

 

Hawkes Bay only has their own championships, due to limited resources to run any 

other local events. 

 

We now have regional representation and we need to use that to have IRBS included 

in regional representative events. 

 

Perhaps we need to look ahead, given the ILS development, to look at how we 

develop regional reps. 

 

Quality and depth of participants in some region is questionable. 

 

General agreement that we need to develop regional representations and we need to 

liaise with our regions to develop regional rep pathways. 

 

ILS use pool equipment which differs from crews using their favourite motor or prop. 

Perhaps the nationally ‘selected’ crew/s need to be tested using standard pool like 

equipment to test their suitability. 

 

 



  

8. Next meeting  

 

How about meeting in March – IRB Nationals + a face to face 

 

Action Ross to propose dates in conjunction with minutes, in line with discussions 

above.  

 

9. Other Business 

Please pick up your rule books and start reviewing the rules for IRBs as it is our job 

to get them right.  

 

Action - Ross to distribute a template for members to register their proposed rule 

changes.  

 

Action - Ross to research recent past changes etc.  

 

Meeting Closed at 10:04 pm 


